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EXPANDING AUDIENCE

MISKCERN

SYMPOSIUM



SYMPOSIUM

On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the
creation of EPOG (now IPPOG) we are creating an
event open to the public at the CERN Globe.
Special guests will be the former chairs.
The symposium will be followed by a celebration.

We sponsored the event through email
communications, on our website and social media
channels. We also made posters that we hung in
various places at CERN.

We also asked our partners to share the event with
their audience.



MISK

4 days of workshops at CERN Ideasquare in
which masterclasses were held for an adult
audience specialised in various sectors.



4 days of workshops at CERN Ideasquare in
which masterclasses were held for an adult
audience specialised in various sectors.

EUREKA!
MISK



CERN
The International Particle Physics Outreach Group (IPPOG),
in collaboration with Women in Technology (WIT), hosted
the first edition of a special masterclass in particle physics
designed for people working at CERN who have little or
no scientific background.

OPPORTUNITY

TRAINING

This masterclass could be an opportunity for those who work
at cern to live the experience of research, of discovery by
putting their hands on particle physics and learn, by
simulating, the work of fellow physicists and scientists

It could be an optional training for newcomers to CERN who
do not have a scientific background, or have little, which
allows them to better understand what happens in the
experiments and, undoubtedly, acquire knowledge useful for
carrying out their work (example: communication, social
media, hr etc ...)

https://ippog.org/
https://wit-hub.web.cern.ch/
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COMMUNICATION NEWS

SPARKSIAPS WIT



Partner & Contributor
Collaborator

for the Special
Masterclass for

non-scientific CERN
personnel

IPPOG provided support
for the webcast

communication for the
2022 edition
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FEATURED

CERN
NEWS SCIENTIX



OUR ARTICLES HAVE
BEEN PUBLISHED ON:
SCIENTIX
https://blog.scientix.eu/2022/08/be-a-scientist-for-a-day-the-international-masterclasses-
program-for-high-school-students/

https://home.cern/news/news/knowledge-sharing/happy-25th-birthday-ippog

https://home.cern/news/announcement/knowledge-sharing/ippog-event-special-particle-
physics-masterclass-cern-personnel

https://home.cern/news/announcement/knowledge-sharing/ippog-event-symposium-and-
celebration-ippogs-25th-anniversary

CERN NEWS

SIF
https://www.primapagina.sif.it/article/1584/happy-birthday-ippog#.Y1mGAOxByEu



WIKIPEDIA
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COMMS  PLAN

The IPPOG Communication Plan 2022/24 is drawn up on the basis of what has been done so
far in terms of communication and on the front of a new post-COVID-19 communication era.

AUDIENCE CHANNELS EVENTS
website

newsletter

social media

International
masterclases

competitions

International
cosmic day

communication
hooks

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

IPPOG'S VISION AND MISSION

IPPOG'S STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

general public

students & teachers

internal collaboration

scientific community

IPPOG COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
 

IPPOG CHANNELS

IPPOG
COMMUNICATION
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Website

Facebook

Instagram

TwitterTikTok

LinkedIn

Internal
Communication

Newsletter



 
educate audience of the

importance of
fundamental scientific

research

develops personal awareness of
the value of science, international
collaboration and the process of

evidence-based decision making,
regardless of age or discipline

build trust with a broad
and diverse set of

worldwide communities
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members & potential
members

general public
students

students
teachers & educators

general public

institutes form everywhere
interested in our activities

education for teamwork
and international

collaboration

young students interested
in a scientific career

website
social mediamasterclasseswebsite

social media

if you want to study
particle physics you can,

follow us to understand if it
is for you and what are the

opportunities

be a scientists for a day,
hands on real data from the
biggest experiments in the

world

scientific research is
important
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awareness and interest of
adults to advertise our

activities for the youngest

dissemination of cultural
games and traffic on our

website

- particle physics is for
everyone

- girls in STEM

media
social media

website
websitewebsite

social media

Live the experience of being a
particle physicist. Science has

never been so close to you. Find out
what we offer to young students

with our outreach initiatives

introduce your children/students to
particle physics thanks to the

downloadable materials from our
site suitable for all ages (and

without the need of a scientific
background)

inclusion and diversity

reach minorities through
dedicated initiatives to

raise awareness of
particle physics

build a database of material
for the general public

create special
masterclasses dedicate to

different audience

 teachers & educators
mass media

 teachers & educators
parentsminorities

IPPOG's strategic objectives
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WEBSITE

In        months we have published:

16 contents (news) 
2 extraordinary contents (political news) 
1 recruiting announcement

8 We acquired materials to share with teachers in two different
languages   (French and English)

Letizia Diamante

https://ippog.org/sites/default/files/IPPOG_material_EN_v5.pdf
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